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Shot PatternS: MythS and MySterieS
Tight versus open, full or cylinder choke – what does it all mean? Malcolm Plant 
explores the history and complex world of shot patterns and shot stringing

the institute of Clay Shooting 
instructors was formed in the 

1980s to provide qualified coaches 
with opportunities for further 

professional development, by the 
provision of seminars, workshops, 

practical activities and educational 
visits. iCSi coaches can be found at 

www.iCSi.org.uk

Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman of the 
Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors 
and a Clay Pigeon Shooting Association 
senior coach.
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Recent articles in this series 
have focused on placing 
the cloud of shot pellets 

in the right part of the sky to 
meet the target on its journey.

Clients often ask what the shot cloud 
would look like out at 25 or 30 yards. 
It depends a bit on the choke of your 
shotgun, but as an approximation, the 
diameter of the core of the shot cloud will 
be about the diameter of a dustbin lid.

The cloud doesn’t travel as a flat round 
disc, or even a round ball, it lengthens 
along the direction of flight, because 
some pellets travel slightly faster than 
others. The stretching of the pellet cloud 
may be out to several feet; so what we 
have is a torpedo of one to one-and-a-
half dustbin-lids’ size, containing, for 
example, most of the 340 pellets from 
a 28gm cartridge of no.7 shot. This 
stretching of the pellet cloud along the 
flight line is called “shot stringing”. 

The different velocities of the pellets 
in the cloud are due to several things: 

slight differences in pellet size, and 
deformation of the pellets in the barrel 
due to compression and abrasion 
with the barrel walls which will be 
determined by the type of wad being 
used to seal the explosive gases.

pattern plates
A shot pattern of a gun is measured by 
firing at a plate from 40 yards. Ideally the 
gun should be steadied on a rest, but often 
a normally mounted hand-held position 
is used with the gun as static as possible.

What we are trying to study in this 
test is where a static gun places the shot 
pattern when aimed, much like zeroing 
a rifle. It may well be that the centre of 
the shot pattern does not coincide with 
the aiming spot. For example, sporting 
guns are often made to throw 60% of 
the pattern above the aiming point, with 
40% below. If the shot placement is to 
the right or left of the aiming point, that 
would indicate a problem with the gun.

CHoKE
The other information from the “static 
gun” test is the actual performance 

of the choke system of a barrel. A 
30in circle is drawn around the bulk 
of the pattern on the plate, but not 
necessarily centred on the aiming spot.

The pellet strikes within the 30in-
circle are counted and compared 
with the number of pellets in the 
cartridges being used; the cartridge is 
cut open and the pellets counted. 

It is best to shoot several pattern 
plates per barrel and cut open several 
cartridges to get an average. »

Shot SPread
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above: this illustration shows the  
loose, wide pattern spread for cylinder 
choke at 20m (22 yards). Compare it 
with the diagram to the right.

above: an illustration of the pattern 
spread for full choke at 20m (22 
yards). this pattern is smaller and 
more intense than that shown at left.

Velocity translation pattern

above: the diagram shows a pattern obtained by r. W. Griffith on his revolving 
wheel translated to a rectangular target moving from right to left at 136mph
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» £10 million civil liability 
insurance cover for all 
shooting sports (except 

mounted hunting and subject 
to the policy document  

in force).

» £30,000 personal  
accident cover.

» £5 million professional 
indemnity insurance for 

coaches, instructors, safety 
officers, referees, affiliated 

county and regional 
committee members and 

volunteers.

» free advice service to all 
members, shoot organisers 

and affiliated clubs of 
 all sizes.

need extra helP?
To check out previous 
tuition articles, visit  

www.sportinggun.co.uk

ProbleM With your 
ShootinG?  

If you have a question about 
your shooting technique, write 
to Sporting Gun, Time Inc. (UK), 

Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark 
Street, London SE1 0SU or email 
sportinggun@ipcmedia.com and 

we’ll get one of our expert coaches 
to answer it.

PriVate tuition
If you’re looking for shooting 

tuition, pay a visit to the CPSA 
website at www.cpsa.co.uk/coaches 

to find shooting instructors and 
coaches in your area.
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Large sheets of brown wrapping 
paper are a reasonably economical 
way of counting the shot patterns.

To give three examples: for a 12-bore 
shotgun, the diameter of the barrel, 
made in the UK to the traditional 
Imperial measurement, is 0.729in. 
Today it may be made and reported 
in the nearest metric units. 

If this dimension runs right through 
the barrel to the muzzle, the barrel 
is said to be true cylinder. This barrel 
should place just 40% of the original 
shot load of the cartridge in the 30in 
circle, the rest is outside the 30in 
circle, giving quite a diffuse pattern.

A 10 thousands of an inch choke 
constriction at the muzzle is a quarter 
choke and should throw 55% of the 
shot pellets into the 30in circle at 40 
yards. So, reducing the diameter of the 
barrel by “10 thou” at the muzzle should 
put 15% more pellets in the circle.

Full choke is “40 thou” constriction 
and should throw 70% of the original 
pellets into the 30in circle. This 
relationship between the marked choke, 
eg quarter choke, and the percentage 
of original pellets in the 30in circle 
applies to all gauges of shotgun. 

Remember that the thousands-of-an-inch 
constriction on a smaller-gauge gun will 
be less than for 12-gauge. However, the 
key factor is not what it says on the gun 
or choke tube, but what the shot pattern 
from that barrel/cartridge combination 
does out at the target or pattern plate.

thumping lesson
A lady in our clay club reported that her 
recent purchase of 20-bore cartridges was 
giving her a recoil problem, so I swapped 
them for some of my lighter loads.

I tried the offending items when I had 
my own 20-bore gun out and indeed, 
even I thought they were rather thumpy, 
and I don’t normally notice recoil.

When next at the pattern plate, I 
discovered that my Italian 20-bore gun, 
with both barrels bored at quarter choke 

for coaching, was placing not 55% of the 
shot in the 30in circle, but on average only 
25%. The remaining 30% of the pellets 
were somewhere else in North Yorkshire! 
The shot pattern was completely “blown” –  
a strange cartridge performance.

If you think something is odd about 
your gun/cartridge combination, try to 
arrange some shots at a pattern plate.

Shot string pioneers
The best way in which to examine 
shot stringing is to shoot at a large 
pattern plate which is moving at a 
known speed, so that the first pellets 
to arrive are at one end of the plate and 
the later arrivals are further along.

In 1890, H. A. Ivatt shot at a plate 
attached to a train wagon at speeds up 
to 32mph. He was principally interested 
in exploring the lead or forward 
allowance required to hit a target, but 
under “controlled’’ conditions. The 
results were reported in The Field 
magazine, on 20 September 1890.

A little earlier, in 1887, R. W. S. Griffith 
built a large, circular vertical target, 12ft 
in diameter, which was spun round at 
318 revolutions per minute. He shot at 
the bottom half of the spinning disc, and 
sure enough, he spotted the “stringing 
effect”, where the later arriving shot 
pellets were spread round the disc. His 
results were also reported in The Field.

Apparently, 318 revolutions per minute 
is equivalent to about 130mph, perhaps 
not representative of a pheasant, or clay 
target, which incidentally had just been 
introduced into the UK from America.

In 1909, W. Webster Watts, owner of 
the London Sporting Park, experimented 
by dropping a heavy steel plate from 
the top of a 90ft tower. The plate was 
27in wide and 9ft long, and reached an 
estimated terminal velocity of about 
50mph before hitting the ground; the 
shots were taken just before the plate hit 
the ground. Apparently Mr Watts missed 
quite a lot of the time! Again, the results 
were reported in The Field in 1910.

The early names in shot-pattern 
experimentation came on to the scene in 
the 1920s. Sir Gerald Burrard was working 
in the UK at the same time that John Olin, 
later of the Winchester company, was 
experimenting in the USA. Burrard used 
a long pattern plate attached to the side 
of a Model T Ford, which was shot at as 
a crossing target; the shot patterns were 
spread along the pattern plates as the 
shot stringing occurred. Most of Burrard’s 
work was done at 30mph because he 
could not get 40mph reliably from the 
Model T. Both experimenters saw long 
shot strings in some circumstances; Olin 
reported stringing of up to 25 feet!

Both observed that tightly choked guns 
resulted in shorter shot strings and they 
suggested that the tight-ball shot clouds 
provided “streamlining” protection to the 
pellets behind, so they didn’t slow down 
so much with air resistance. Open-choked 
guns gave larger diameter shot patterns 
– all pellets were more exposed to air 
resistance and so some slowed into a string. 

More research was done by George 
Oberfell and Charles Thompson. Working 
at Oklahoma State University, they pointed 
out that any shot cloud was travelling at 
least 10 times faster than clay or gamebird 

targets; therefore the first and last pellets 
to arrive in any stringing cloud would 
be a mere fraction of a second apart. 
Their book, The Mysteries of Shotgun 
Patterns, first published in 1957, is still 
in the process of being reprinted.

More recently, the American Bob Brister 
summarised his research in Shotgunning, 
published by Winchester Press in 1976. He 
was trying to avoid stringing in heavy-load 
wildfowling cartridges, to be used at more 
extreme ranges, where stringing might be 
more important and disadvantageous.

His target plate was a long panel 
attached to the side of an old boat trailer, 
towed by his limousine, with his wife 
driving. Brister’s dedication, in his book, 
is to his wife: “To Sandy – Target Driver, 
Pellet Counter, Companion, Wife, and 
Partner… Who has learned more than she 
ever wanted to know about shotguns.’’

to sum up
Tight patterns from tight chokes and open 
patterns from open chokes are important 
for the various target challenges you 
may be facing. Shot stringing is less 
important unless long-range targets 
are involved, particularly with larger 
shot sizes, as used for wildfowling. Sg
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an extract from the 1890 article in 

the field magazine that reported the

results of h. a. ivatt’s pattern-plate tests

oPen SPread
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the choke constriction adds radial pressure

open Choke: an open choke causes  
the pellets to spread more quickly  
and causes a longer shot string 

tight Choke: a tighter choke causes 
the pellets to spread more slowly, 
causing a shorter shot string and 
a much denser pattern
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